
How Diesel Generators can Help Your Business Through A Crisis

More and more business owners are thinking about how their business is handling not only 
current crises but also how they will be able to handle any crisis that might occur in the 
future, as well. One of the most frequent concerns is that even utilities as crucial as electric 
power are not guaranteed. As such, here are some of the ways that diesel generators from 
CPS Generators could help your business through a crisis. 

Power outages are more likely than you think 

Bad weather events, such as high winds, snowstorms, and the like are likely to occur at 
some point no matter where your business is based. These are one of the most common, 
but not the only causes of power outages, which can be caused by technical issues on the 
provider’s side as well. Needless to say, the downtime that can be caused by these power 
outages can be very costly indeed. With a diesel generator, you can support enough power 
to keep your critical systems running, ensuring it’s not a complete loss. 

Blackouts and brownouts can do real damage to your equipment 

One of the big benefits of a diesel generator is that they start working in a matter of seconds 
after a power outage happens. This is an effective response to brownouts, when the power 
supply to your business is limited. This limiting of power can do damage to sensitive 
equipment, such as your digital equipment, servers, and HVAC facilities. This can not only 
lead to high repair and replacement costs but can become a health and safety hazard. A 
generator that gets up and running immediately to provide the supply of power your 
equipment needs prevents that. 

Keep your customers and employees looked after 

If your business suffers a power outage while there are people in your property, you are 
responsible for ensuring their safety. Needless to say, in a darkened interior, there’s an 
increased risk of accidents and injuries. Diesel generators can power the lighting that keeps 
everyone safe. They can also provide the power for the air conditioning, heating, and 
alarms that ensure their health and safety until the crisis is resolved. 

It keeps sensitive assets from spoiling 

If your business stores any kind of environment-sensitive products, like refrigerated and 
frozen food, then you could be losing several grand to the impact of spoilage. A lot of 
modern refrigeration and freezing appliances come with their own backup supply, but there 
are still plenty that do not. Not only can you sensitive assets spoil, but even after the power 
goes back up, it can take hours for a freezing unit to be operational again, delaying your 
operations even further. 

Generators can help protect your business through blackouts and brownouts, ensuring that 
your core operations can continue and saving the money that can be lost due to extended 
downtime. Consider looking through the range of diesel generators at CPS Generators and 
don’t hesitate to get in touch if you don’t have a contingency plan for the crises mentioned 
above, yet. 


